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JULIUS, ANNA, and CLAUDIA sit
around a table. One bottle of wine
has already been consumed.
CLAUDIA is in the middle of some
type of complaint:

CLAUDIA
If you are working in the train you have already given up. You are the– the bottom of the
food chain, Julius. So why do you protest. It is inconvenient.

JULIUS
It is necessary.

CLAUDIA
You abandoned me in Zurich, Julius.

JULIUS
I am not responsible for your every train journey in Europe.

CLAUDIA
YES YOU ARE! You abandoned your LIEBLINGSTANTE idiot boy. I had to sleep in a
dirty hotel. I thought I would get trafficked for SEX. I put an ironing board under the
door so they didn’t traffick me for sex from the dirty hotel.

JULIUS
Du bist nicht Mein Lieblingstante, Claudia. Das ist Christina.

CLAUDIA
Christina! ECK! Magst du Christina denn Christina ist jung und schön, Perverser

JULIUS
Perverser??? Das ist du denn. Manchmal Frage ich mich, ob du Tante Christina ficken
willst.

CLAUDIA
JULIUS. Not in front of the girl.

ANNA
What are you…?
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JULIUS
Oh, oh, oh… family stuff.

CLAUDIA
You do not understand? She does not understand? You live in Austria and you do not–

JULIUS
Anna, more wine?

CLAUDIA
Ja, I will get it.

JULIUS
I know I shouldn’t apologize, but–

ANNA
No, I get it, family’s weird.
She’s kind of charming.
In a weird Austrian way.
And as far as Aunts go she seems pretty run of the mill.
Strange politics,
Obsessed with wine,
Unmarried and judgemental,

JULIUS
I told you. She’s…
Old fashioned. Strange.

ANNA
Thank you for letting me meet her.

JULIUS
Well, you insisted, so…

Under the table, JULIUS gets a ring
out of his pocket and plays with it
between his fingers.

ANNA
… What?
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